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the modern zionist project was initiated by the world zionist organization
(wzo), the embryo of the israeli state founded in palestine in 1920. the

may 1933 wzo congress resolved that, in order to help jewish settlement
in palestine, the state had to annex jewish settlements in the west bank
and forbid jews from leaving them. [620] labor zionism, which came to
power after the passage of the british mandate in palestine and which

dominated the zionist movement until the second world war, considered
the west bank palestinian areas to be illegal (based on the balfour

declaration). [541] in the interwar period, the attitude toward palestinian
localities changed, as did their relationship with the state. the british
mandate’s director of veterinary and animal husbandry, r. l. davies,

stated in may 1922 that, while the number of palestinian farmers was
increasing, their absence from the local economy resulted in a slow rate
of agricultural progress. [621] as a result, the government confiscated

the land of hundreds of palestinian farmers and leased it to jewish
settlers. [622] in 1928, britain restricted palestinians in order to secure
the jewish population. [583] zionism also promoted a different plan for
the west bank. the hakibbutz hame’irim plan (1934), which emphasized
cooperative farming and the expansion of jewish settlement in the west
bank, [623] emphasized the settling of palestinian localities as a priority.

[624] the knesset research and information center received 1,014
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responses to our questionnaire asking respondents if they were familiar
with the government’s plan for the urban localities of the west bank. of
those, 61 percent indicated familiarity with the plan, 29 percent stated
they were somewhat familiar, eight percent said they were not familiar
at all, and less than 2 percent stated that they did not know anything
about it. it is important to stress that the responses represent survey

responses to a question posing broad familiarity with the plan. a similar
study that posed the question with more detail found that 42 percent of
respondents had heard of the plan, 30 percent had seen it online, and 6

percent had read about it. [625]
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many israelis see their settlement activities as a security policy aimed at
deterring palestinian terrorism. yet, the opposite may be true. settler

population increases may discourage palestinian attacks by
strengthening the demographic deterrent. international legal experts
have suggested that israel should not build settlements on occupied

land or in the territories occupied in 1967, since such settlements would
alter the demographic balance of the territory. a number of academics

assert that settlement expansion is also driven by demographic motives.
[289] israeli experts have identified a number of potential security risks

to the palestinian population related to israeli settlements. [290]
individuals and organizations linked to terrorism and ideologically

aligned with the militant wing of the palestinian community have drawn
inspiration from the israeli settlement movement and appear to be

active in the west bank. according to israel defense forces chief of staff
lt. general benny gantz, militant groups such as islamic jihad, fatah, and

hamas are trying to establish "a firm foothold in the west bank" to
eventually use for terror attacks against israel. in september, 2018, the
u.n. general assembly passed a resolution reaffirming the illegality of

israeli settlements in palestinian territories captured in 1967 and
demanding their immediate discontinuation. [291] the resolution states

that israel is required to respect the rights of the palestinian people,
including to self-determination and to establish a viable, independent,

contiguous and secular state, and that the establishment of settlements
by israel constitutes a violation of international law. 5ec8ef588b
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